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PROGRESS IN REHABILITATION ROBOTASSISTED GAIT
RECONSTRUCTION TRAINING FOR STROKE PATIENTS
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Abstract: It elaborated on the high disability rate of stroke and the important position of rehabilitation robots in assisted
rehabilitation training. It introduced in detail the possible mechanisms, clinical research and key technologies of different
rehabilitation robots to assist stroke patients in improving hemiplegic gait, and pointed out that rehabilitation robots assist
The advantages and disadvantages of gait reconstruction in stroke patients in clinical application are discussed, and it is
expected that rehabilitation robots should develop towards intelligent, precise, convenient and family-oriented in the future
to better assist the gait reconstruction training of stroke patients.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Currently, stroke ranks first among the causes of disability in the world and is the second leading cause of death [1]. There
are more than 200 new stroke patients in China every year Ten thousand people, among all diseases, stroke causes the
longest disability-adjusted life years [2]. After stroke, weakness or spasm of the lower limbs and loss of proprioception will
affect the patient's balance and walking ability, interfering with their normal gait [3]. Evidence-based medicine shows that
the most effective way to reduce the disability rate after stroke is rehabilitation, among which exercise therapy is an
effective and feasible rehabilitation strategy [4-5]. However, traditional rehabilitation methods are mainly based on one-to-
one training by therapists, which are labor-intensive, high labor cost, low work efficiency and boring, making it difficult to
mobilize the enthusiasm of patients for training [6]. Therefore, the use of advanced technical equipment such as
rehabilitation robots to assist patients in gait training has attracted more and more attention. Rehabilitation robots integrate
knowledge from multiple disciplines such as rehabilitation medicine, mechanics, robotics, artificial intelligence, and
informatics. They use multidisciplinary cross-disciplinary results to assist stroke patients in rehabilitation training and
improve the effectiveness of training. Lower limb rehabilitation robots were first used in clinical practice in the 1990s. They
use various technologies such as virtual reality, motion control, and intention perception to improve patients' lower limb
muscle strength and walking ability through various trainings such as standing, walking, and balancing, thereby improving
Its hemiplegic gait [7-8]. This article mainly reviews the possible mechanisms, clinical research, and key technologies of
rehabilitation robots for improving hemiplegic gait in stroke patients.

2 POSSIBLE MECHANISM OF REHABILITATION ROBOT IMPROVING HEMIPLEGIC GAIT IN STROKE
PATIENTS

Normal gait is the result of the complex interaction between sensory-motor-central systems. The brain center controls
different muscle groups through real-time feedback to maintain a stable walking pattern. In stroke patients, due to the
destruction of neural pathways, muscle activity in certain muscle groups is activated or lost, resulting in a loss of synergy on
one side of the body, resulting in abnormal gait patterns, such as foot drop [9]. Neural remodeling is the key to the recovery
of lower limb motor function and gait. Although spontaneous remodeling changes occur in the damaged brain tissue of
stroke patients, these changes are not enough to produce significant functional recovery [10].
The specific and rich training provided by the rehabilitation robot can improve the local blood flow of the patient's
infarction, promote vascular regeneration, save the function of nerve cells around the infarction, and promote neural
remodeling [11]. Li Kunbin et al. [12] used electroencephalogram measurement, cranial diffusion tensor imaging detection,
three-dimensional gait analysis and other studies to confirm that lower limb rehabilitation robot-assisted training improved
the activity of patients' brain cells, the symmetry of the bilateral brain and the healthy side. The compensatory effect of the
cerebral hemispheres further improved his post-stroke hemiplegic gait.
The task-oriented repetitive motion training of rehabilitation robots can inhibit the patient's neuronal apoptosis, prune the
dendrites around the infarction focus, regulate neuroplasticity [13], and promote the cortex around the infarction focus and
the distal cortex to replace the original function of the infarction focus. Allowing the reorganizing cortex to learn and store
correct movement patterns [14]. Liu Chang et al. [15] guided patients to use lower limb rehabilitation robots to provide
timely and appropriate load stimulation and sensory input, thereby promoting the activation of neural mechanisms, and at
the same time conducting a large number of high-precision training close to physiological gaits. The results confirmed that
the lower limb rehabilitation robots are improving The patient's hip flexion strength, 6-min walking distance and 10-m
walking time were significantly improved. Calabrδ et al. [16] also confirmed that the repetitive and rich movement training
provided by the lower limb rehabilitation robot can promote neural remodeling, enhance the muscle memory of the patient's
hemiplegic side, thereby improving his hemiplegic gait.
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3 CLINICAL STUDY ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF HEMIPLEGIC GAIT OF STROKE PATIENTS USING
REHABILITATION ROBOTS

The main manifestations of hemiplegic gait in stroke patients include decreased muscle strength of the affected lower limbs,
increased muscle tension, knee hyperextension, foot drop, foot inversion, insufficient knee and hip flexion angle or straight
knees, etc., which are dragged or circled when walking. status[17]. Motion analysis and surface electromyography are
important methods for evaluating gait changes. Among them, the motion analysis method is a scientific method to observe
and explore the time and space changes of lower limb movement [18]. In clinical research, three-dimensional gait analyzers
are commonly used for time-space measurement. The specific parameters include step width, step speed, stride length, and
step length. Length, cadence, phase of stance, and swing are equal. Surface electromyography detection technology can
collect electrical signals of muscle activity in various motion states through electrode pads and conduct quantitative and
qualitative analysis, which is of great significance for the assessment and guidance of gait rehabilitation and training
guidance for hemiplegic patients with stroke [19]. Based on the current clinical research status of different rehabilitation
robots, the significance and value of assisting gait reconstruction in stroke patients are analyzed.

3.1 A3 Type Rehabilitation Robot

The training principle of the A3 rehabilitation robot is weight loss walking. By adjusting parameters such as guidance force,
weight loss support, walking speed, hip and knee joint range of motion, and gait deviation, different training intensities and
training methods (such as (shown in Figure 1) [20]. Redebaugh et al. [21] randomly divided 80 stroke and hemiplegic
patients into 2 groups: the A3 rehabilitation robot group (hereinafter referred to as "A3 group") and the control group. The
control group received relevant physiotherapy, hydrotherapy, daily activity training and gait correction training. The A3
group cooperated with the A3 type rehabilitation robot to assist lower limb training on the basis of the control group. Both
the above two groups completed 8 weeks of rehabilitation training. Before and after the start of training, After completion, a
three-dimensional gait analysis system was used for gait evaluation. The results showed that compared with the control
group, the walking speed and cadence of the patients in the A3 group were significantly faster, the step length was longer,
the step width was smaller, and other gait parameters were also significantly improved. Cheng Xue et al. [22] also used the
A3 rehabilitation robot to conduct gait training research, and selected 12 stroke patients for 6 weeks of gait rehabilitation.
Gait Watch three-dimensional gait analyzer was used to measure and analyze gait parameters before and after training. , the
daily living ability and walking ability of 12 patients were significantly improved compared with before training, but the
improvement in gait symmetry was less significant. The above two studies show that although the A3 type rehabilitation
robot is used to assist stroke patients in gait training, due to the differences in the population extracted, the degree of disease
progression, the robot's setting parameters, and the evaluation of three-dimensional gait analysis equipment Differences in
parameters will affect the evaluation of training results, and further research and demonstration are still needed.

Fig. 1 A3 type rehabilitation robot[20]

3.2 Gait Exercise Assist Robot (GEAR)

GEAR is mainly composed of wearable knee-ankle-foot orthotics, flat treadmills, safety suspension devices, weight support
devices, monitors and control panels. It has many advantages, such as the ability to adjust training difficulty and assistance
according to individual needs. level, the training volume and mode can be adjusted through visual and auditory feedback (as
shown in Figure 2) [23-24]. Wang et al. [25] divided subacute stroke patients into 2 groups. The control group received
conventional physical therapy and occupational therapy, and the GEAR group received GEAR gait training on the basis of
the control group. The results showed that the independent walking function score, Stroke Injury Rating Scale lower limb
motor function total score, and cadence of the patients in the GEAR group at discharge were significantly improved
compared with those before training, and the knee hyperextension, insufficient knee flexion, and hip joint of the affected
limb were significantly improved. External rotation and other improvements were obvious. However, no significant changes
were observed in the control group at the corresponding evaluation time points, which shows that GEAR is better than
conventional rehabilitation training alone in improving the gait of patients with subacute stroke. Ogino et al. [24] proved
that GEAR-assisted gait training can improve hip abduction in patients with chronic stroke, and in the follow-up evaluations
1 month and 3 months after training, the patient's walking speed and step length increased. This shows that the gait and
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walking ability of subacute and chronic stroke patients have improved with the assistance of GEAR, and the optimized gait
and walking ability can be maintained for a long time. The difference is that Katoh et al. [26] believe that although auxiliary
training using GEAR can reduce patients' abnormal gait, compared with traditional gait training, there is no significant
change in walking speed, stride length and step length. At present, many studies are based on conventional gait training
combined with rehabilitation robot training. Although the results are better than conventional training alone, the
effectiveness of using rehabilitation robots alone to improve gait function is still insufficient.

Fig. 2 GEAR[24]

3.3 Lokomat Robot

The Lokomat robot is mainly composed of three parts: a treadmill, a weight reduction system and two exoskeleton
mechanical legs. It has two training modes: active and passive. The patient can choose the appropriate mode according to
his or her own situation (as shown in Figure 3) [ 27]. In addition, technologies such as autonomous control and impedance
control make patients' active walking training more intelligent, and their biofeedback, training reward and other systems can
mobilize patients' enthusiasm for participating in training [28]. There are many positive reports at home and abroad about
Lokomat robot-assisted gait training for stroke patients [29-31]. In order to understand the impact of the Lokomat robot on
patients' limb muscle activities in terms of body weight support and walking speed, so as to optimize the exercise guidance
program, Van Kammen et al. [32] gave 10 healthy subjects different levels of guidance and weight loss. Support and pace
training, and use surface electromyography to record the information of the gluteus medius, vastus lateralis, biceps femoris,
gastrocnemius medialis and tibialis anterior muscle. Average muscle activity levels are compared. The results showed that
in subjects with guidance ability, the activity range of muscles related to stability and propulsion, such as erector spinae,
gluteus medius, biceps femoris and gastrocnemius medialis, was reduced, and abnormal activity information appeared
normal. ation, and the size of the guiding force depends on the pace and body mass support. Low speed and high body mass
support will lead to a reduction in the patient's own activity. Therefore, although the Lokomat robot can effectively induce
normal muscle activity patterns and optimize hemiplegic gait, it also requires specifically set motion parameters. Another
study by the same team [33] selected 10 stroke patients and performed different levels of guidance, weight loss support, and
pace training, and recorded their bilateral gluteus medius, biceps femoris, and vastus lateralis muscles. , surface
electromyography of the gastrocnemius medialis and tibialis anterior muscles, but the results were different from those of
healthy subjects. Different guiding force and body mass support have little effect on muscle activity in stroke patients, but
increasing the walking speed will cause the activity of the biceps femoris, gastrocnemius medialis, tibialis anterior and all
muscles of the unaffected leg. increases, and the space-time symmetry is not affected by parameter settings. Therefore, the
Lokomat robot training parameters are ineffective in shaping short-term muscle activity and gait symmetry in stroke
hemiplegic patients, and gait speed is the only parameter that significantly affects the amplitude of muscle changes. It can
be seen that there are differences in exercise training between healthy subjects and stroke patients. It is beneficial for early
stroke patients to increase the training speed as early as possible for gait recovery. As their own gait improves, the
rehabilitation robot should be appropriately adjusted. training parameters.

Fig. 3 Lokomat robot[27]

3.4 Other Rehabilitation Robots
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Swank et al. [34] conducted relevant research on gait recovery in chronic stroke patients. Their team compared the
immediate changes in kinematics and muscle activity of patients before and after Ekso robot treatment, and observed
changes in ankle joint mobility after a single training session. , and the abnormal muscle activity of the affected limb is
reduced when swinging, and the patient's coordination of limb movements when standing and swinging is also improved.
Therefore, a single Ekso robot training appears to immediately change the gait of chronic stroke patients, but these changes
are not sufficient to promote rapid changes in parameters such as gait speed, cadence, step length, etc. For patients with
subacute stroke, Park et al. [35] showed that after using a rehabilitation robot to assist with gait training, the improvement in
lower limb motor function and gait continued until the 4-week follow-up, proving that the rehabilitation robot can improve
gait. However, it also clearly states that during the patient training process, the auxiliary control of the rehabilitation robot
should be gradually reduced according to the degree of recovery to avoid patients becoming dependent on it. A case study
by Krishnan et al. [36] showed that for patients who can walk, traditional rehabilitation training is better than rehabilitation
robots, and the auxiliary training of rehabilitation robots will reduce the patients' enthusiasm for autonomous movement.
However, the sample sizes of the above studies are small, and many of them are preliminary studies. Large-scale,
randomized multi-center studies are still needed to verify the scientific nature of these data.

4 KEY TECHNOLOGIES FOR REHABILITATION ROBOTS TO IMPROVE HEMIPLEGIC GAIT OF STROKE
PATIENTS

4.1 Virtual Reality Technology

Virtual reality technology has three basic characteristics: immersion, imagination, and interaction. It allows patients to
integrate into the virtual environment and communicate and interact with virtual objects. It has high safety, strong fun,
diverse feedback forms, and good repeatability. Features[37]. Rich practice tasks, realistic training scenarios, adjustable
pace, and simulated realistic walking conditions increase the variability of walking and the possibility of gait reconstruction.
Park [38] asked patients to use virtual reality and auditory stimulation robots for balance and gait ability training. The
results showed that the patients' Berg balance scale score, Fugl-Meyer lower limb motor function scale score, stand-up and
walk test score and 10 m walking ability All gait movement-related indicators such as gait and other parameters have been
significantly improved, indicating that virtual reality and auditory stimulation robot-assisted gait training can help improve
patients' balance and walking ability. Research by Lu Fang et al. [39] also confirmed that the use of Lokomat robot
combined with virtual reality technology can effectively improve the balance ability, motor function and walking ability of
stroke patients. Ballester et al [40] used navigation brain stimulation program measurements to confirm that virtual reality
technology can not only improve the lower limb motor function of stroke patients, but also increase the excitability of the
corticospinal tract and induce cerebral cortex reorganization. Rehabilitation robots use virtual reality technology to provide
patients with a simulated real-life environment, which increases the interest of gait training, improves patients' enthusiasm
for active participation, and makes large-scale and repeated training possible.

4.2 Motion Control Technology

Motion control technology plans the movement trajectory of the exoskeleton based on the normal movement trajectory of
the human body. Under the guidance of the exoskeleton, the affected limb can perform gait training along the pre-planned
trajectory, which is suitable for the early rehabilitation of patients. Zhang Zheng et al. [41] used the traditional proportional
integral differential (PID) control method to design bangbangPD trajectory, and under the control of the exoskeleton, the
knee and hip joint activities can fit the predetermined reference curve, which reduces the tracking error and shortens the
adjustment time, but it is difficult to solve the problem of variable gait curve. Wu Qinghong et al[42] A fuzzy PID control
method is proposed, and simulation experiments prove that the fuzzy PID control method can track the normal human gait
curve more accurately and quickly than the traditional PID control method. Huang Jintao et al. [43] proposed an active
disturbance-rejection control strategy, which can achieve decoupling between systems, has little dependence on the precise
mathematical model of the system, and has strong anti-interference ability. In simulation experiments, it is the same as PID
control method and Compared with the calculated torque control method, the active disturbance rejection control strategy
can not only ensure the effect of gait tracking, but also significantly reduce external interference. The constantly updated
and iterative motion control technology can provide standardized motion curves and postures for patients' gait training,
which is beneficial to improving the quality of gait training.

4.3 Movement Intention Sensing Technology

Movement intention sensing technology is of great significance to patients' active rehabilitation. Currently, it mainly senses
patients' action intentions through bioelectric signals, and then converts intention information into movement decisions.
This can improve human-computer interaction capabilities and mobilize patients' enthusiasm for active rehabilitation [ 44].
Bioelectrical signals that are currently receiving widespread attention include electromyographic signals,
electroencephalographic signals, etc. [45]. Myoelectric signals can reflect the functional status of muscles and can be used
to analyze human muscle movements, perceive the human body's action status, and make predictive analysis of future
actions [46]. Ma Xunju [47] used myoelectric signals for exoskeleton robot control, confirming that it can predict the
movement intentions of the human lower limbs in advance, and achieved gait switching and active voluntary control of
lower limb exoskeletons based on myoelectric signals, thus facilitating patients' active rehabilitation. Training improves the
intelligence level and human-machine collaboration performance of exoskeleton robots. EEG signals are electrical activities
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formed when the brain is stimulated by the outside world, produces motor consciousness, or engages in thinking activities
[48]. It is often used in brain-computer interfaces (brain-computer interfaces). computer interface (BCI) information
collection. BCI can judge and interpret people's control intentions through real-time analysis of EEG signals, and convert
them into robot output commands to guide patients to complete corresponding rehabilitation tasks [49]. Hung et al. [50]
used BCI based on EEG signals Combined with functional electrical stimulation to treat stroke patients, the results showed
that the patients' standing and walking timing, stride length and step width were significantly improved, proving that BCI
based on brain electrical signals can effectively improve the walking function and balance function of stroke patients. It can
be seen from this that by extracting bioelectric signals under different movement states of the human body, the wearer's
movement intention can be sensed, which can replace the rehabilitation physician to a certain extent, speed up the issuance
of rehabilitation training instructions, and achieve ideal training effects [51].

5 CONCLUSION

Due to brain tissue lesions and blockage of neural pathways, stroke patients are prone to develop changes in muscle strength,
muscle tone, and uncoordinated limb activities due to the loss of control of high-level centers over low-level centers, and
then develop hemiplegic gait [52], which seriously affects patients. quality of life. Although traditional gait training
methods such as transfer training, walking training, balance function training and occupational therapy can achieve certain
results, they also have certain limitations. Rehabilitation robots integrate a variety of advanced technologies based on
clinical practice, such as virtual reality technology, motion control technology, motion intention perception technology, etc.,
to provide patients with high-intensity, repeatable, and precise training. Wang Rongli et al[53] Research has proven that
sufficient rehabilitation training may cause plastic changes in patients' neural structures and remodeling of neural networks,
increase the excitability of the cerebral cortex, and promote the recovery of their motor functions. Therefore, rehabilitation
robots have broad development prospects in assisting gait training for stroke patients.
Although rehabilitation robot-assisted gait training for stroke patients has achieved many positive results in terms of clinical
efficacy and research, there are still the following problems that need to be solved: (1) Most of the existing clinical trials
have small sample sizes and require large-scale, randomized, multiThe center will conduct research to improve relevant data
and continue to explore the mechanism of rehabilitation robots in promoting neurological rehabilitation. (2) Most
rehabilitation robots lack rehabilitation assessment and post-healing evaluation mechanisms , and research and development
of related technologies should be strengthened. (3) Excessive rehabilitation robot-assisted training may affect patients'
enthusiasm for independent movement, and relevant human-computer interaction technology needs to continue to be
improved. (4) At present, rehabilitation robot equipment is bulky and expensive, making it difficult to popularize and
promote it. (5) It is necessary to continue to improve the relevant parameter information of rehabilitation robots at different
stages of gait training to guide the training time and intensity of different groups of people.
With the development of related technologies, rehabilitation robots will inevitably be updated and develop in the direction
of intelligence, precision, convenience, and familyization. In particular, the maturity of new technologies and the application
of cost-effective materials will greatly reduce the manufacturing cost of rehabilitation robots, accelerate their promotion and
application, and benefit more stroke and hemiplegic patients.
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